In everything we do, may it be
For the Good of All

S a rb a ne s - O x le y C o m p li a n c e W or k sh o p

ManSims’ Sarbanes-Oxley § 404 Compliance Workshop is a unique offering in the market. Now, through one
intensive Three Day Workshop, you can participant in the only educational immersion that fuses the high-powered
training environment of Business Management Simulation with the distilled knowledge of Sarbanes-Oxley. We have
invested thousands of hours, bringing together dozens of experts across disciplines, to extract the most current body
of knowledge on SOX 404 Compliance. Then, tightly integrating that knowledge base and its practical application into
our Management Simulation software, we’ve birthed what we believe to be the highest impact SOX tool on the planet.
Our Management Simulations are sophisticated software and provides a safe environment for participants to
practice skills and learn from mistakes. Our Simulation compresses six months of business decision-making and its
accompanying feedback into a Workshop, providing what we call “Accelerated Learning”. Further, the Management
Simulations present dynamic real life scenarios that classroom training alone can never reproduce, and working
through one becomes, by no mistake, an emotionally charged event. Learning retention is extraordinarily high when
that emotional component is present.
All of this is intended to provide tools for organizations to maximize their return on their primary investment, their
People. ManSims helps People use their talents and abilities to their fullest, and everyday, they are helping visionary
organizations achieve breakthrough results.

You’ll direct a complete SOX Compliance Implementation
The SOX Compliance Simulation has participants work through an actual SOX § 404 Compliancy Implementation,
putting the knowledge, skills and techniques learned to work in a real life setting. You don’t just learn What to do, you
learn How and you Do it. The feedback loop of seeing the responses to and outcomes of your decisions, repeated on
a weekly basis over 26 weeks in the Simulation, is our Holy Grail of Learning.
The Result? Amazing expertise and insight gained in a
short period of time. An incredibly more effective and skilled
Decision Maker. An Employee that is much more likely to
exceed his or her goals.
You’ll make mistakes, without them costing you your (real)
job or the Company anything but its (virtual) success. You’ll
have directed the complete SOX § 404 Compliancy Project for
one organization, and you’ll be infinitely more qualified to do
your next one!
Our Management Simulations utilize advanced software technologies, incorporating Artificial Intelligence, Neural
Networks and Heuristics. There are literally thousands of variations of inputs and no two Simulation runs can ever
produce the same results. A bit like life. If you are not intimately familiar with the extraordinary facets of Management
Simulations, we implore you to visit our website and review our page, Why Simulation Makes It Different, and
understand more on how powerful a learning environment is woven into a Simulation.

Gain from our Experience
The Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 Compliance Workshop was born out of our Project Management Workshop, and
in addition to all of the SOX-specific material, much of our Project Management learnings are in there too. If a SOX
implementation isn’t a project, we don’t know what is. The ManSims SOX Workshop inserts the best of our Project
Management lessons, incorporating Control Measures, Risk Management, Resource Smoothing, and Teamwork skills.
We’ve itemized a complete list of all of the Key Learnings on our website page entitled Sarbanes-Oxley Workshop Key
Learnings.
Our SOX Workshops are run by both an experienced simulation Guide and a Subject Matter Expert with serious
industry credentials, meaning folks that have already done multiple SOX implementations. The depth of the experience
of our Guides and SMEs are reason enough to be there. The Workshop also offers the opportunity to share
experiences amongst participants, if not in the Workshop, during lunch or dinner breaks. And at the end, Teams share
and discuss the results of what decisions they made in their Simulation, so you benefit from seeing how everyone’s
strategy worked. There is no substitute for real life experience, but a ManSims Simulation-based Workshop comes
remarkably close!

The Simulation Pays!
Can you learn to ride a bike by reading the manual? NASA and the Air Force put their Pilots through extensive
Simulations before they ever get to touch the real controls. Shouldn’t yours? Quite simply, Simulation works. The
Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance Workshop turbocharges its attendees, returning to you experienced Pilots, ready to fly
Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 Compliancy Projects on a rocket-sled to completion.

Who, What and Why
Who should attend? Probably everybody you’re thinking of, and then some. We don’t want to pander on the
anxieties of needing to get this done, but let’s face it, you need it done right and there’s no time for re-do’s. We
honestly believe there is no better preparation for this effort.
The Three Day Workshop cost is $2,000 per Participant if you’re attending one of our Public Workshops. We have
a Schedule of Workshops listed on our website that is working its way around the country. Have a whole Team you
want trained, trained now, and want to save the travel costs? Call us and maybe we can schedule a Private or SemiPrivate Workshop in your city or at your facility. But hurry, Workshops are filling.

About ManSims
ManSims, Inc. is the next evolution in Management Simulation-based training. ManSims, based in Denver, CO, is
the culmination of 15 years of practice delivering high impact education with these tools in multi-day Workshop
formats. ManSims offer Simulation-based Workshops around the country in Sarbanes-Oxley § 404 Compliance,
Project Management, Advanced Project Management, Leadership and Change Management. Our efforts in SOX
training represent just the first innovation in expanding Simulation-based seminar-style training to a wide range of the
complex topics that face us in this new world. Call us or visit www.ManSims.com for more information.
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